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Upcoming 
Preliminary 

Competitions

Featuring Great 
Articles by our 
National Court
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It is okay to not be okay..

You are not alone...

Please reach out for help 
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UPCOMING 
GAY UNITED STATES 

PRELIMINARY COMPETITIONS

March 19, 2022
Miss Gay Kansas United States 2022

April 3, 2022
Mr Gay Painted Desert United States at Large 2022

April 3, 2022
Miss Gay Painted Desert United States at Large 2022

April 10, 2022
Miss Gay Maryland United States at Large 2022

April 24, 2022
Mr Gay West Virginia United States at Large 2022

April 24, 2022 
Miss Gay West Virginia United States at Large 2022

May 18-20, 2022
Mr Gay United States at Large 2022

May 19-22, 2022
Miss Gay United States at Large 2022
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August 13, 2022
Mister Gay Colorado United States MI 2022

August 13, 2022
Mr Gay Colorado United States 2022

August 13, 2022
Miss Gay Colorado United States 2022

August 27, 2022
Miss Gay West Coast United States Femme Fatale 2022

August 27, 2022
Mister Gay West Coast United States MI 2022

August 27, 2022
Miss Gay West Coast United States ICON 2022

September 18, 2022
Miss Gay Virginia United States ICON 2022 

September 18, 2022
Mister Gay Virginia United States MI 2022 

September 18, 2022
Miss Gay Virginia United States Femme Fatale 2022 

October 23, 2022
Miss Gay Oklahoma United States 2022 

October 23, 2022
Mr Gay Oklahoma United States 2022

 

UPCOMING 
GAY UNITED STATES 

PRELIMINARY COMPETITIONS
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Greetings Beautiful Femme Fatales!!

I hope that everyone has an amazing February, and that your 2022 is off to a good start! For 
my article this month- I would like to talk about what it is like to be a Femme Fatale. While it 

is very rewarding, and I AM having the time of my life, I am also finding that the education for 
the division is minimal and underwhelming. Many women just simply have No Clue that this 
incredible opportunity exists! I MUST CHANGE THAT. So I have been out in the community 

working very hard to bring awareness to this division.  I am pleasantly surprised to find that 
the women that I have talked to are very interested! The Femme Fatale Division is looking 

for motivated, ambitious, talented, inspiring, and organized Bio Women to become the next 
Brand Ambassador!! What kind of impact would you like to make on the world? What legacy 

could you leave behind within the organization? 

My hope is to see a stage full of beautiful, & powerful women at my step down from all walks 
of life!! No 2 the same, but all of us United in a sisterhood that could last a lifetime! Talk about 
a moment realized!! Let’s Go ladies!!!!!! If you would like to compete to become the next Gay 

United States Femme Fatale, please let me know!

We have many prelims coming up, and I am bringing the West Coast Gay United States 
Pageant to Phoenix in August for MI, Femme, & Icon!!

I also hope that Promoters will once again see the Femme Division as viable and necessary. 
The AFAB community needs a platform, and although we are still struggling to feel validated, 
we ARE out here building and ready to Reign with visibility and passion! If you would like to 

become a promoter, please get in touch with me! We can work together!!!

It is a great time to Be National & Be United! Happy Valentine’s Day Lovers!

Love Always,
Taylor René Simone

Miss Gay United States Femme Fatale 
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OMG!!! Where has time gone so fast? I feel as though I just received my 
reign yesterday lol. We are 3 months into my reign and I’m absolutely loving 
every minute of it. So many doors are opening for me that I’ve been trying 
to ply open for years, my community respects my art and leadership, more 
people are interested in coming out of retirement to compete for my step 
down and I’m living the dream I worked so hard for. It’s like a dream come 
true and I’m gonna do everything in my power to continue to break barriers 
that hold the lgbtq+ community back. 

I’m excited to travel all over country this year. I have some amazing con-
firmed prelims which are

Mr. Gay Florida May 28th 
Mr. Gay Colorado August 13th
Mr. Gay Oklahoma October 23rd

These are some amazing prelims with some very supportive promoters. So 
guys and my none binary friends… please contact me for more information 
on how you can become national. I will be releasing more prelim dates as 
they are approved and or renewed.

I hope everyone is doing amazing and making their dreams come true. Re-
member Dreamers never make the dream come true because their asleep. 
Get up and make your dreams a reality .

Signed: Mr. Gay United States 21

Keeping it Real 
with Solo Jackson
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Being Mister Gay United States MI, has given me so many new opportuni-
ties in the last 8 months since being crowned. I have received the pleasure 
of  traveling to other states and perform in some amazing venues that one 

once had only dreamed of. I am really enjoying the experience of  networking 
with wonderful people. I am actively working to set up more prelims across 
the United States as the Mister Gay United States MI representative. At the 
beginning of  this journey, I had two prelims. I have increased to ten prelims 
for the MI division with my vision set to more. I am ecstatic to share these 

accomplishments as a drag king. Many drag kings did not have this platform 
to stand on in the past. As we continue work hard through struggles and 

fight to show our worth even amongst our LGBTQ+ brothers and sisters to 
gain this recognition and spotlight, the most rewarding part is knowing I am 
providing an opportunity for others to join me on the journey. I enjoy work-
ing hard and giving everyone a chance to compete with six contests already 
qualified to take the national stage in November. Coming up in 2022, I have 
prelims in Oklahoma, North Carolina, Virginia, Colorado, Washington D.C., 
California, and Arizona. I am hoping to expand this to include even more 

states. The Gay United States Pageantry System has really shined its light as 
being such an amazing pageantry system for drag kings.
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 Welcome to the month of March where the topic of discussion is what defines a 
great National titleholder in this new covid 19 era of time. I’ve been blessed to be 
a multi national King and Queen for the past 20 years in the gay pageantry cir-
cuit. I’ve definitely seen a huge metamorphosis over the past 2 decades. When I 
first started my National pageant debut there was a pageant board member solely 
responsible for selling , marketing and expediting all paperwork. It was quite nice 
to be the face of the system and be directed to where I needed to appear . Over the 
years , I’ve seen this disappear totally . There are a few systems that assist in selling 
prelims and taking care of the paperwork side of things . I have definitely learned 
to use social media and circulate my promo pics so folks know me . The overall 
secret is to be visible ..it’s not feasible to attend every national walk or system due 
to employment obligations but it’s good to attend a few other national systems . 
It’s a fun occasion to meet other national system reps . When you win a national 
it’s good to write an introduction of yourself and post on social media and email 
to past and present. Pageant promoters .. Then establish your promo photo shoot 
, into leeter , and then call the National system owner promoter to discuss each 
other’s expectations for your reign . Good communication is crucial in any title-
holders level of success. It’s great to have all promoters info packets,paperwork, 
and contracts on hand should a potential promoters or contestants . It makes you 
and system look organized and professional. A good titleholder has to keep in 
mind their social drinking and appearance at all times as you never know who is 
watching you lol ..these helpful tidbits will definitely set you a part from the rest 
. Remember to always be humble, respectful and treat everyone how you want to 
be treated .

With love ,
Big Fee

Big Fee’s Corner
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Often times, we get in our heads about things that may be transpiring in our 
lives. Be it on the job, at home, in friendships or in relationships. We get to a 
point where we allow these things to weigh us down and we start to lose sight 
of the things that truly make us happy. 
 
I know from first hand experience what this is like and so this month I am im-
ploring  each of you to stop, if only for a minute, and take a breather from your 
busy lives and just smile. Smile, even if there is only one reason to, smile be-
cause those bills will not get the best of you, smile because sickness cant stop 
you, smile in the face of adversities, Smile…..because you can! And I promise I 
will smile with you!
 
I am thoroughly excited as the month of March is a new beginning. This month 
we will gather in Kansas to celebrate MsAmanda Love’s reign and welcome a 
new sister to the Miss Gay Kansas United States Family. I am over the moon 
because, of course, this is my first prelim as Miss Gay United States and this is 
to set the tone for the remainder of the year. The other amazing thing about the 
month of March is it is the one year mark from my give up. Its not something 
that I want to think about, but it is my reality. So I will embrace it and just….
smile!
 
This is a brief check, so I wont be wordy, but I will say thank you for all the love 
and support. I cannot wait to be amongst you all. Now, look up, say cheese…..
Smile!
 
Lots of Love,
Miss Gay United States 2021
Starzy

Living Fashionable with Starzy
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Heading into the month of love and another trip around the sun for myself. 

I’m faced with so much gratitude to be doing what I love and getting to reign nationally as Miss Gay United States at 
Large. I want to start of my GUS Life with mentioningsomethings I LOVE. 

I LOVE my faith, I LOVE family, I LOVE myself, I LOVE drag, I LOVE traveling, I LOVE making new bonds, I LOVE 
seeing dreams come true and I LOVE the gift of life.  I hope 2022 is still bringing much love to you all.  

I started February with birthday shenanigans here in Tulsa with former GUS contestant Sya and current GUS contest-
ant Sara we had a blast and baby the kids let us have it!! Next weekend up I was up and off to Nebraska with Barbara 
Love Sanchez and her Nebraska crew. What an amazing time working in three different cities in one weekend as well 
as getting to enjoy the experience with my double crowned GUS royalty sisters Faleasha and Bionka. The experience 
was cold (lol), but one that I cherish and remember for years to come.  Also, in the building the whole Nebraska GUS 
court Treasure, Sterling, Sunshine, current GUS at Large contestant Sable and by big breasted brother former Mr. GUS 

Wes. We ended the weekend with my 5th preliminary Miss Gay Nebraska GUS at Large where crowned Oxy Katan 
and 1st alternate placed earned by Ah Vonn. Great job to both ladies and thanks for sharing your talents and sharing 
your life with us. Thanks Barbara and her NEBRASKA CREW for the love you showed me and helping me celebrate 

my birthday weekend.  

Next weekend up I was home hosting my own contest Oklahoma Bold and Beautiful Elite. 

This contest is interesting because all contestants no matter their stage gender all compete for one title and one cash 
prize. We had 4 contestants and the victory went to Shanel Sterling congrats lady job well done. Also want to give a 
great job to Brandon K Young on his step down and reign as ELITE and the whole OB&B family for your support 

and professionalism. I also UNITED some systems in the process as we had 5 different systems judging that evening. 
Thanks judges AAG at Large Lindsay Paige, Beauty International Christian Braxton, USofA MI Dustin Riot, GUS/Un-

limited/PFIA Faleasha Savage and Miss Oklahoma Bold and Beautiful Liza. 

Such a stellar night, if you want to check out more about Oklahoma Bold and Beautiful pageants you can do so at 
boldandbeautifulpageants.com. 

Ending the month of February, I ended the month with another preliminary but this time I was off to the Phoenix, 
Arizona for Miss Gay West Coast Gus at Large. This was amazing as this was a lot of first things happening this day, 

first time competing for some contestants, new regional title, and first-time promoter. Congratulations to Taylor Rene 
Miss Gay United States Female Fatale for holding your first prelim, it was an amazing time. We had three contestants 

for West Coast with the victor being Beyonce Black St. James, 1st alternate earned by Deora LeBlanc and 2nd alternate 
Ar’mani Dyimond. This prelim showed exactly what GUS is about and that’s making new family and friends to see 

these three ladies’ camaraderie was such a treat and the love the audience showed each contestant was so top notched. 
Thanks again Taylor for holding a preliminary and showing us such a good time in Phoenix.  

Well, I wanted to end this insert with a message of keep loving yourself and don’t give anyone t power over you. Lots of 
times in show business we let people’s words or actions haunt us when the spotlight dims. I encourage anyone the next 
time this happens take your power back and realize you oversee your happiness and what we let affect that happiness. 

As always, my inbox is open  
All my love, 

Londenn  

Miss Gay United States at Large  

Reigning with Raine



In just about 2 months, our new Mr. and Miss Gay United States at Large will emerge 
from among a pool of  extremely talented contestants, all of  whom have already prov-
en their capabilities as entertainers and their commitment to serving as role models 
and mentors. But how exactly do you accomplish that, especially in the digital age, 

when you may never even be able to meet some of  the people who want to learn from 
you?

Think of  your own role models. Think of  the legacy they have left behind. If  they are 
entertainers, what has made them stand out from their predecessors and even their 

successors? If  not, what about the lives they have lived makes them stand out to you? 
Before I offer my answer, I want to let you in on something. 

No one ever remembers the ones who choose to follow the easy road. 

In times of  war, the greatest leaders—the ones whose names we can’t help but re-
member, even if  we’re not sure why anymore—have all had one thing in common: the 
courage to take responsibility for their actions, as well as their inaction. And make no 

mistake, reigning as a national titleholder can absolutely feel like taking on multiple 
armies all at once.

Abraham Lincoln, fully expecting that it would cost him reelection, made the difficult 
and largely unpopular decision to pursue war following a long series of  early defeats. 

FDR accepted responsibility for the devastating losses at Pearl Harbor, and for the 
sacrifices yet to come. Future president Gen. Dwight Eisenhower, the overall com-

mander of  forces for D-Day, stated the following: “If  any blame or fault attaches to the 
[failed] attempt it is mine alone.”

In pageantry (and in life), how you respond to conflict will set the stage for your reign. 
At the national level, you will be charged with meeting and interacting with enter-
tainers, promoters, and fans from across the country--all of  whom have different 

and sometimes very strong personalities. There will be disputes among contestants. 
There will be grudges from competitions past, contestants who feel that they should 

have placed higher, and there will be those who simply wish to speak ill of  you or your 
system. In short, people will get under your skin, whether intentionally or not, and 

you may be in for a long and rather arduous battle when you least expect it. How you 
choose to handle each moment will not only be taken as representative of  your char-

acter and judgment, but it will also be taken as representative of  the system. 

It’s all up to you. But no matter what happens, accepting responsibility for your choic-
es—and being able to admit when you could have made better ones—is absolutely 

the first step in building not only a reign, but also a legacy.

So, what will yours be?

Dylan’s Corner
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The most effective leaders understand that the best way to win a war is to prevent one from 
happening in the first place. In addition to accepting responsibility for the actions you do and 
do not take, taking the time to practice your conflict resolution skills and act mindfully when 

presented with the opportunity to utilize them will benefit you in the long run, and you’ll actually 
feel more at peace.

What does this mean, exactly?

When you’re faced with a conflict, you might want to write some things down. Maybe you’re 
more of  a video person. But there are some questions you’ll need to ask yourself  before you 

take action:

1. What is the problem, specifically? Knowing whether the concern is tangible enough to be 
addressed is important for the next steps.

2. Why is it upsetting?
3. To whom do I reach out to resolve the issue, and what is the resolution each party would like?

4. What will I do—what will we all do—if  we do not get the outcomes we desire?
5. How can I/we avoid this issue going forward, and how can all parties involved move beyond 

this, if  that is possible?
6. Have my actions at each stage been in my best interest and/or in the best interest of  the 

system? Is there a conflict between the two? Have I represented the situation and all parties 
involved (including myself) fairly and in a way I feel is dignified? 

7. Ultimately, what have I learned from this, and how can I use that information to effect change 
that is positive?

This isn’t always easy. In fact, most of  the time it’s not. It requires taking a step back before act-
ing. Before reacting. You’re in the spotlight now, and you have people looking up to you. What 

kind of  role model do you want to be, especially when things get tough?

That said. We’re not robots with CPUs that can figure all of  this out for us without the influence 
of  emotion. People make mistakes. You will, and so will others, and I charge you with extending 
the compassion you would like to receive to others when things get difficult. Remember: A bad 
situation doesn’t have to stay bad. Pageantry is about developing into a positive role model...

even for people you don’t like all that much.

Will you be remembered as the leader who rose to the challenge, who chose the difficult path of  
conflict resolution prior to conflict…or not?

It’s all up to you. But no matter what happens, accepting responsibility for your choices—and 
being able to admit when you could have made better ones—is absolutely the first step in build-

ing not only a reign, but also a legacy.

So, what will yours be?
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